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E M A - C N I F O P

EU-CERAMIC
Project launch meeting

The first coordiation meeting took place 
at EMA-CNIFOP  project coordinator at Saint 
Amand en Puisaye (France)  from the 30th of 
March to the 1st of April 2010.

At this occasion we recieved our new partner, 
the art and design school from the university 
of Wolverhampton (U.K) who replaced the 
Landshut school of ceramics (Germany) that 
had left the project before it started. After the 
standard introductions, the partners focused 

on and noted the various aspects of the project.

Introducing Vicky Shaw, 
our english partner

Vicky Shaw is an internationaly reputed artist specialized 
in printing images on ceramics.

Her work on porcelaine is characterized by the use of colours 
and shapes in a very design perspective. She teaches her 
craft in the school of art and design at the university  of 
Wolverhampton (U.K)

Zoom on the project coordinator

The EMA-CNIFOP international training center for arts-crafts 
and ceramics was created in 1979 by potters and the townhall members of Saint 
Amand en Puisaye in order to train workers for the local ceramics industry. At the 
dawn of its 3rd decade, the center launched a fundemental change in its training 
program, facilitating a more global approach to ceramics whilst keeping the technical 
base. Since 2003, wishing to progress, the center joined european projects, notably 
the “EQUAL” programmes that has permitted them to open out to and develop 
new pedagogical concepts and partnerships notably with the school of Kohoutov. 
Wishing to join in the movement towards modernity the EMA-CNIFOP continues this 
momentum in joining the energy of  the “Leonardo innovation” programme.
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Editorial
This is it, the project 
EU-CERAMIC is 
underway. Even if 
we have to catch up a 
considerable amount 
of lost time, it should 
be thought of by schools 
and professionals in 
the world of ceramics. 
as additional tool to 
aid creation, tranfer 
innovation, to share 
skills, the development 
in communication 
and in digital training 
tools, in a modern 
dynamic allowing this 
ancestral craft to find 
its just and noble place 
in european cultural 
and artistic heritage.

Jean-François Marck
Director of the EMA-CNIFOP
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